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PrimoTech Single-stage Setter room

NovaTech Multistage Systems

EnviroTech Hatchery Ventilation

Nature made it simple, so why 
make life complicated? 

Why?

EmTech is probably the fastest growing 
incubator manufacturer in the world today

Because our systems perform better than all of the 
others according to our customers  

Because our systems have been developed from a fresh 
start with the benefit of our highly experienced team. We
have learned what works and what doesn’t and invested 
this knowledge into the design of all of our incubation 

and ventilation systems.

We have an extensive product range that includes our
PrimoTech single stage setters and VidaTech hatchers,
designed and built to maximise productivity and chick
quality. Our NovaTech trolley-based systems and Super

Classics are available for our multistage customers.

Please visit our stand at IPPE’22 
(Jan 25 to 27 - Hall B - Stand # 4155)

and see for yourself why our PrimoTech MAX94
and Super Classic could be just what you

need for your operation  

EmTech offers a wide range of EnviroTech and AirTech systems 

in a variety of configurations  designed and manufactured to 

provide hatchery vntilation solutions with energy efficiency, 

reliability and longevity.

All of our systems incorporate the latest construction techniques, 

components and control technology. There are multiple airflow 

and unit configuration options and can be integrated into new or 

existing facilities and are designed to optimise system performance 

and minimise installation and building costs.

For the best hatchability and chick quality today’s hatcheries need 

HVAC. EmTech can provides all the solutions and installed with 

minimal hatchery down-time.
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Why?

EmTech is probably the fastest growing  
incubator supplier on the planet 

Because our systems perform better than all of the 
others according to our customers  

Because our systems have been developed from a 
fresh start with the benefit of our highly experienced 
team. We have learned what works and what doesn’t 
and put this knowledge into the design of all of our 

incubation and ventilation systems.

We have recently developed the worlds highest density
incubation system - the .  Based on PrimoTech MAX94
our highly successful PrimoTech range it has a 17.5% 

greater floor density and has a upgraded cooling 
capacity to accommodate a maximum of 162,432 eggs 
depending on your choice of regular or stackable trays.

Please visit our stand at IPPE’22 
Jan 25 to 27 - Hall B (Live Production)

 Stand Number 4155

Our  systems PrimoTech MAX94

is based on our highly successful 

PrimoTech range. Compared to 

most other systems it has a 17.5%

greater floor density. Its upgraded 

cooling system ensures a maximum 

of 162,432 eggs and great chicks. 

Our  was developed Super Classic
by public demand. It has the same 

footprint as a CM Classic with more 
features and higher capacity

 

A couple of things I think we should add. The first, over the Super Classic, 
“ITRODUCING” and above the Max94 “AND” To me I think we should make a 
point that these products are being introduced at the show. 
Secondly, we want to make clear that we have something that they can see on 
the booth, so I think we should add to the invitation to visit us, something like, 
“and see for yourself why our Super Classic and PrimoTech Max94 may be 
worth considering for your operations” You may be able to say this in better 
words, so do what you think best. If need be you may need to drop one of the 
pictures
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